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A JOE GAGE FILM

the mob hill cinema
729 bush st. tele 781-9468
JUDICIAL CANDIDATES

GUESTS......

Sunday, February 24th, the Candidates for the various Superior Court and Municipal Court posts open this year, will be guests of the Barbary Coast Democratic Club at a champagne meeting of the candidates, after a short meeting of the Club. All persons, Democrats, Republican alike, are welcome to attend this important event.

The Meeting will be held at the Visual Experience Art Gallery, 759 Ellis Street, off Polk Street and begins at 2 PM.

Public Defender Jeff Brown will be among those in attendance.

Edward Van Barbary Coast's "Treatmeister" is the host of the meeting at his unique art gallery. If you wish to attend, please drop in on Sunday at 2 PM.

For further information call 885-1001.

CDCC ISSUES

CDCC/TARA DAY MARSH

The California Democratic Council (CDCC) has submitted to the California Tax Reform Association volunteers for a signature drive on March 1, "KNOW SCOTTY'S CLOUT", was CDCC Executive Vice-President, North, Mr. Mark A. Davolos and MAKE GOOD THE COMMITMENT!!

The drive will begin at 10 a.m. at the SEIU Building, 240 Golden Gate Avenue. Bring your cars, car cards, ironing boards, clip boards, pens, marking tape, - whatever you can.

For more information you may phone the CDCC office (543-1977 or Kim Wiltshire at the CDCC at 510 843-1977).

SANTA CLARA COUNTY VOTER REGISTRATION DRIVE

MARCH 1st

The CDCC has, as you know, endorsed the Sexual Orientation Ordinance in Santa Clara County and now the CDCC needs your help in keeping the mandate on the books. The Ordinance prohibits discrimination in employment and housing, as well as public accommodation and city and county services on the basis of sexual orientation. All are asked to join in the Voter Registration Drive by calling (408) 298-1068.

WHEN YOUR JAGUAR WON'T CORN HOLE AND YOUR GLORY HOLE WON'T EIGHTEEN OR - EIGHT, MAYBE THE EDCC WILL

3968 17th STREET (AT CASTRO)
621 9275

FEBRUARY 21, 1980

THE MUNI LRV'S TAKE TO THE SUBWAYS

OF San Francisco......

The MUNI LRV has gone out of business so thus there are no parts beyond what San Francisco has. The city of Boston, which has the LRV is doing a way with it, as it has met them a fortune in breakdowns, and are replacing them with other cars. Report's here San Francisco buying out the outdated LRV.

**

The President of Olympia Brewing Co., got caught with his pants down or at least piddling when he should have been paddling at a rest room in a public park in Olympia on 2/12/80.

**

THE MONSIGNOR SEEN IN THE MOVIE

"CRUISING" Alan Stanfield who has fake name, is in a death scene in the film "Cruising" as a death scene takes place in a public library in a New York movie/booth house. Stanford is seen on the screen in a scene from his book "The Boys in the Band," a local rector about fell over he was running to presents. The killer is having sex with his victim and then litters him in his downfall going on the screen. Gads he is a bad actor, but THAT bad? The "monsignor" is with the American Orthodox Church, the Christian Catholic Church, the Women's Catholic Church and the Christian Orthodox Church and with the Streets Ministry too. An amazing feat for this porno star, who has brought down the largest law suit in the history of the gay community upon the Bay Area Reporter and the Data Boy.

**

REPEAL OF DISTRICT ELECTIONS?

The Reverend Father Hertof B. "Duke" Smith has been hit by the Citizens for Better Government to help in their campaign to repeal District Elections. Father Duke Smith was with the SENTINEL under Charles Lee Morris until he walked out when the publisher refused to endorse the Mayor.

Duke Smith who resides in District 7 will be receiving a $1,000 a month for his work with the group. The open forum by Supervisor Terry Francois.

The repeat would force Supervisor Brits to run city wide if it passes.

GAY VOTE 1980

The New Hampshire Presidential preferential primary will have a different twist this year, as a concerted effort will be made by New Hampshire liberals and gays to get out the vote for the various candidates under the lesbian and gay banner.

Sponsored by the "Gay Vote 1980, National Convention Project", out of Washington DC, the group made their appearance in New Hampshire by opening house in the New Hampshire State House on February 7th for an hour and ahalf in his city. Said the group's leader, "we feel that as a community we are entitled to have our voices heard in the process of selecting our president."

The group was requested by the Crusader to present Open Forum to present other views to the new Chief of Police. It was a highly enlightening meeting and one of great accord. Robert Charrot and Elmer Wilhelm (Stonewall Democratic Club) were two of those in attendance.

Chief Murphy meets Gay supporters.....

The highly personal and efficient Chief of Police Ken Murphy, met with another group of San Francisco's gay communities who are seeking to have full police protection at the gay community. After a highly enlightening meeting, the new Chief of Police will present other views to the new Chief of Police. It was a highly enlightening meeting and one of great accord. Robert Charrot and Elmer Wilhelm (Stonewall Democratic Club) were two of those in attendance.

WHO ARE YOUR FRIENDS.....

Plants are your friends.....

why not take one home tonight? The San Francisco Crusader

GUESTS......

JUDICIAL CANDIDATES

alike, are welcome to attend this important meeting of the candidates, after a short meeting posts open this year, will be guests of the Bar­...
A Goodstein Experience

LIBERATION PUBLICATIONS PUBLISHED OBJECTS THE GOODSTEIN EXPERIENCE: LIBERATION-FOUNDED "ADVOCATE" ENTREPRENEURS AND ACTIONS IN THE GAY COMMUNITY

David B. Goodstein, Goodstein's Advocate, a noted author and editor, is a key figure in the history of gay liberation. The Advocate was founded in the late 1960s and became the voice of the gay community. Goodstein played a central role in the publication's growth and success.
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The Advocate has been a leading voice for gay rights and has played a significant role in shaping public opinion on gay issues. Goodstein has been a prominent figure in the gay rights movement and has been instrumental in the advancement of gay rights in the United States.

Goodstein's work has been widely recognized and he has received numerous awards for his contributions to the gay rights movement. He has also been a vocal advocate for gay rights and has been a leader in the movement for gay equality.
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Despite his many accomplishments, Goodstein has faced criticism and controversy throughout his career. He has been criticized for his often harsh and critical writing style, as well as for his sometimes controversial opinions.

Goodstein has faced opposition from the left as well as from the right, and has been involved in numerous legal battles over his work. Despite these challenges, Goodstein has continued to be a prominent figure in the gay rights movement and has continued to work towards the advancement of gay rights.
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Goodstein's legacy continues to be felt in the gay rights movement today, and his work remains an important part of the history of gay liberation. His contributions to the movement have been significant, and his influence is still felt in the work of the organizations and activists who continue to fight for gay rights.
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That handsome stud is JIM CLARK who is escorting knot some months ago. JIM is also a go-go man Monday February 11th. JIM and BILL "tied the knot" at the Lawmark, owned by Harry Ho, has rekindled night life in the city's Tenderloin area.

The Landmark Loves People

The Landmark is located at 747 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94103. The Landmark is open daily from 7:00 PM to 2:00 AM. They offer a variety of drag queens and other performers who entertain the audience. The Landmark is known for its friendly and welcoming atmosphere.

The Kiddie Kops

The Kiddie Kops are a group of people who are often seen in San Francisco and other cities. They are known for their harassment of young men and women who are gay or seen as gay. The Kiddie Kops are oftenliga and unprovoked.

The San Francisco Crusader, a weekly newspaper, has been covering the Kiddie Kops and their activities. The newspaper has been critical of the Kiddie Kops and their actions. The Crusader has also provided legal advice to those who have been harassed by the Kiddie Kops.

The San Francisco Crusader is a newspaper that is dedicated to promoting the rights of the LGBTQ community. The newspaper is published every Thursday and is available at newsstands around the city. The Crusader is an important resource for the LGBTQ community and is widely read.

The San Francisco Crusader is a weekly newspaper that is dedicated to promoting the rights of the LGBTQ community. The newspaper is published every Thursday and is available at newsstands around the city. The Crusader is an important resource for the LGBTQ community and is widely read.
The Godless Gay...!

IS THERE SALVATION FOR THE PRACTICING HOMOSEXUALS? CAN THEY ENTER THE KINGDOM OF GOD?

As things now stand, the answer is no. Just as the author of St. Paul's epistle to the Romans (1:25) says: "For this reason God gave them up to shameful lusts. . . . For this cause God gave them up to vile affections; for even their women did change the natural use into that which is against nature: and likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their own lust one toward another, men with men working that which is unseemly, and receiving in themselves that recompense of their error which was meet." (Rom. 1:26-28)

But of course such a philosophy does not appeal very much to the self-conscious God fearing Christian who is conscious of his relationship to God, and who seeks to understand his life in the light of his relationship to God. In contrast, the Orthodox Episcopal Church of God, a Missionary Old Catholic Church, seems to many, excessively sober and "frigid", being accused by our gay brothers as being "a society of hypocrites". The Church must always practice Charity from above. You are of this world, lam not of this world" (John 8:23, 24).
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been in therapy for six years trying to find himself and his new girlfriend has been seeing the same psychiatrist for eight. They talk and fight. Been in therapy for six years trying to find him­
communicate or excite my interest.

Fight and talk, but never manage to either com­

In some втором places this is excellent and interi­
ging. ★★★

POLISHED MEDIocre

"SHOWSTOPPERS," a new musical revue by
Bob Benyackoff, at the Cha Cha Cha. Call and
Fri at 7-30, call 575-3743 for info.

A misnomer! This revue is NOT, as the
name implies, made up of numbers that should be
stopped the show. In fact, it doesn't offer a
single song worthy of that classification. It isn't
a bad show but then, it isn't terribly good either.
The songs are pleasant enough but hardly mem­
orable and in far too many cases too reminiscent
of known composers, especially Sondheim. The
performances are highly polished but it is a
"Cinderella" glass rather than sparkling diamonds.

Frank Fontana is charming, smiling and has a
pleasant voice but never once makes you feel
badly about the characters he is playing. He is
pleasant, can't overcome being upstaged by the
concealing that they both wear rather tacky red
dress that looks nothing like they came from
Goodwills, while Fontana and pianist( com­
poser/lyricist, Bendorff, both sport sparkling
suit and red bow ties. ★★★

ADDENDUM

There have been quite a few shows recently that
came to a full run and not one of them interested
and enjoyable were:

Tom Taylor in a one man show of "WOODY
GUTHRIE" an amazingly realistic portrayal of the
folk singer, songwriter and philosopher of
Western Spring Opera has announced its season:
"Lost In The Stars", "The Good Soldier Schw—
24 to 54 dollars (for aU four) and, as they usu­
ually opened early. Call 431-1463 for ticket and info.

GAYS & THE DRAFT

The draft... a word that has struck fear into the
hearts of millions of young men (particularly the
cowards) over the years. But, homosexuals have
never had any real concern about the draft...at least
until now, maybe?

In their mad dash for gay rights, gays will be
finding out that things such as the draft goes e—a
long with those rights, and so many gays are not
very American in the Liberation fonn, if you know
what we mean. For instance, you see a Hank Wilson or an
Armstrong or Bob Brown rushing up for an
early entry into signing up? Well we can't.
But there are some of the things that the gay
people who are with the equal rights that some people are de­
manding.

An American, raised in this nation with all of
the advantages, not being that you are allowed
loyalty to America, and then if it comes up as
it does appear, came back with these words, "....
America, love it or leave it!"
EMPRESS TESSIE XV

The popularity contest held in the homosexual community of our city each year, and this year, one of the most popular empresses in the history of the city, "People's Empress" Tessie has made it to the top.

In the "other 3 fag rags" it is believed they both combined total votes of his and hers, and... tessie's was 1,100 gays voted. The amount Empress Tessie won the election was not given out, but assume than he spent far less than either of the other two candidates. In fact, with the huge sums in the "other 3 fag rags" it is believed they both occupied Empress Tessie 1 to 1, but the People won and the Cot-cilk is crying the blues, as is the Tavern Guild "Old Guard" as to tessie's name (least likely...). Empress Tessie thanks each of you!

LESAIGNE INTRODUCES THE PORTABLE MALE DOUCHE

Only $9.95 or Two for $15.95

Now you can have the convenience and comfort of a complete male douche that is perfect for the bachelor, camper, or anyone who must use the facilities in a mobile environment. The LESAIGNE PORTABLE MALE DOUCHE is compact, lightweight, portable and a perfect solution to the problem of douching in a mobile environment. It includes a detachable nozzle, holder, and a packet of Castile soap concentrates.

MICHAEL FOX is without a doubt the most exciting and dynamic中心城市 in the world. His performance in the movie "City of Chess" is nothing short of sensational. He plays a character who is a chess prodigy and his moves on the board are nothing less than brilliant. The way he handles the pieces and his strategic thinking are a true delight to watch.

Randy Johnson is still at the RAFTERS but quite as manager. The RAZORS IS Sнская will be opening soon. Oh yes, DAVID ERIFFET is back and at the NORTH SHORE for the Flying Nun is ready to fly again. Oh yes, that "man in Empress Tessie's life" is back. It is fad that... tessie's name (least likely...). Mrs. Bill Schwartz is what REV. Ray Broshears is doing.

The ALFALFA, by the way, is doing a story soon on gaylife and the BADLANDS (for good food too!) There are others that are in the "empire" but the most notable are...NEVER AGAIN!!!!! Would you believe? It is a fact! The legendary MRS. BILL Schwartz is what REV. Ray Broshears is doing. He knows all about the "inside story" of the gay community in SF, but not the kind that they may not want to hear.

Rev. Ray Broshears is back and at the NORTH SHORE for the Flying Nun is ready to fly again. Oh yes, DAVID CAFNET is back and he works evenings at the COUNTRY, 210 South Street, next to the reopened GRAY BAR HOTEL. DISQUE had a very big party on the first day in SF at the 21st birthday and 21 years old. Just ask BILL. Does he know all about the "inside story" of the gay community in SF, but not the kind that they may not want to hear.

NATASHA & HER LIVE SNAKES

Continous Shows Nightly

162 TURK Street
885-9616

In the "other 3 fag rags" it is believed they both combined total votes of his and hers, and... tessie's was 1,100 gays voted. The amount Empress Tessie won the election was not given out, but assume than he spent far less than either of the other two candidates. In fact, with the huge sums in the "other 3 fag rags" it is believed they both occupied Empress Tessie 1 to 1, but the People won and the Cot-cilk is crying the blues, as is the Tavern Guild "Old Guard" as to tessie's name (least likely...). Empress Tessie thanks each of you!
BIG BUSINESS DAY
April 17, 1980

The corporate giants have US Under Their Thumb....and as little people we haven't had the power to fight back effectively. The giants are making public over $200 billion a year, a huge job-wastage estimate. Investigations have uncovered inadequate toxic waste disposal, increasing hazards on the job, and additional air and water pollution. To protect these abuses we have named April 17th National Big Business Day. Help join in the organizing teach-ins, film festivals, demonstrations and other actions in the Bay Area. Contact us at (203) 861-0953 or 1346 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20036. Call the pages of THE CRUSADER for further info.

LAWRENCE R. POTTER

-continued from page 10-

The greatest problem in the field of the ARENA was to get people to sort out the real from the unreal. To do so, The Arena had to be prepared to answer any questions you could think of. The Arena was the best place to get people from different walks of life together. When you left the Arena, you realized what an opportunity this place was.

...and speaking of ARENA COMMITMENTS well, it was something fine, even though the place was a little bit of a mess. The Arena was a great place for a couple of reasons: one was in itself a beautiful, beautiful place and it made it big. THE CRUSADER was a big, big, and one of the main things to do in the city was to go to the Arena.
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RELAX! Treat yourself to a quick...you need us!
Call DAVID at 441-3621
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"Remember those special friends with a gift or card today!"

"JUST FRIENDS" is San Francisco's most unique greeting card and gift shop. Located at 1347 Polk, just off Pine Street, next door to Kimo's, Denny the friendly manger is ready to serve you, as is the owner, Craig. See our special assortment of St. Patrick's Day cards.

1347 POLK Street
415/776-2676